simulate. Under mild regularity conditions the distribution of X cont verges to the distribution of some limiting random variable (or vector) X.
This type of convergence is known as weak convergence and written X t :X as t t c. Simulators speak of X as the "steady-state" configuration of the system and are often interested in estimating the constant r = Etf(X)), where f is a given real-valued function defined on the state-space of the process X. The regenerative method of estimation provides a means of constructing point and interval estimates for r;
see IGLEHART (1977) for an expository summary of this method.
The problem we consider in this paper does not involve estimation of r, but rather the estimation of extreme values of the regenerative process X. Suppose, for the sake of discussion we are simulating a stable GI/G/l queue in order to estimate the maximum waiting time among the first n+l customers; call this random variable W* . As n grows, n so will W* However, W *does not converge to a finite limit, but rath n n diverges to +co. We will be interested in estimating the distribution function of W n for finite, but large n. By the same token we might wish to estimate the distribution of the maximum queue length during the interval [O,t] . While this problem of estimating extreme values would seem to be of great practical importance to simulators, we know of no papers in the simulation literature which offer any guidance on the subject. This paper will attempt to partially fill the gap.
We begin in Section 2 by summarizing a series of probabilistic results in extreme value theory which will provide the theoretical basis for the methods we propose. Section 3 discusses several methods for estimating extreme values for the general regenerative simulation. In Sections 4 and 5
we treat the speciLal cases of the GI/G/l queue and birth-death processes respectively. Theoretical results are available for these two classes of regenerative processes that are useful in assessing the accuracy of the estimation methods proposed. Section 6 contains the numerical results for simulations of the WM/ queue carried out to illustrate the estimation methods proposed.
Probabilistic Background
Let (F n:n > I) be a sequence of distribution functions (d.f.'s)
on the real line,mR = (-w,
+0).
This sequence converges weakly to a
d.f. G if lim
Fn(x) = G(x) for all x EI which are continuity n n -+ co points of G. We write F n = G to denote this type of convergence. If Xn (resp. X) is a random variable (r.v.) with d.f. Fn (reap. G), we also write X n X to denote this weak convergence. Sometimes it is n convenient to write X n * G to denote the same thing. The material presented in this section can be found for the most part in detHaiN (1970), currently the best comprehensive treatment of the subject. as n -* oo for all x EM for which G is continuous. Equivalently,
F E (G) if (Mn-bn)/a
G as n -. o. Thus for large n we would approximate P(M n < x) by G((%-bia n ).
If a r.v. X has df,
F E L(G), we also write X E n(r).
A famous resuit in extremae value theory states that the only d.f.'s G which can arise in (2.1) are of one of the following three types: 
If F E A(Ta), then we can take b = 0 and
The final case, F E A(A), is the most important one for our simulation 
If F E k(A), then we can take Suppose F has x 0 = + o and possesses an exponential tail: 
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When this condition holds, the constants. b
can be selected as follows. n For F F a and each positive integer n let h(n) = -log(l-F(n)) and define h to be the extension of h obtained by linear interpolation , C for x > 1. Then define for x > 1
Clearly 
Thus for n large we would (ignoring a possible n n n continuity correction) use the approximation
-xp(-e-a(9 dn)) or (2.16)
Suppose now that we also have defined on the probability triple Combining the inequalities of (2.18) with the limit theorem of (2. indicates that if the regenerative process is stable (converges to a nondegenerate limit), then G -A; while if the process is "null-recurrent"
(m = E(T) = +o.), then G = a. However, in this case Gl/m(x) = fa for all x > 0 which indicates that a different normalization must be
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used to obtain a nondegenerate limit.
In any case, we note that if
with constants a' > 0 and b' = 0, then in X E O(A) with n n -I. constants a = a and -b = in a' . We note in passing that the extreme n n n value behavior of some functions of a regenerative process can be handled in the same way. If the state space of the regenerative process is discrete, then we shall only consider the situation in which the d.f. of M + E a and
as n for some a,b > 0. In this case we can approximate the d.f. of or max{M :1 < j < n} by using (2.12) and (2.13) or (2.15) and (2.16).
Statistical Estimation Problem
We now present some procedures which can be used to estimate the d.f. This would be the case for instance for the queue length process in a system with finite waiting room.
ii, 
n n be the empirical d.f. of the maximum of the process over n cycles. Then
and generally En(Ylk) En(y-) k-l+2 for i 2,...,i. Thus
En(yi,k) can be obtained by a simple recursive computation.
It is desirable to have the values En (yi,k) diminish slowly enough from I to 0 so as to provide good upper quantile information for the regression procedure. Thus we want a rather high k/n ratio (say, at least 10). But n should be large enough so that the extreme value distribution provides a good approximation to the maximum of the process over n cycles. So En(Yi,k) is very small for many of the latter values of the k-n+1 possible i's. Using too many yi,k s in the regression would tend to drown out the effect of the first few, and could be a source of noise when En(Yik) is very close to 0. Thus we only consider yik for i < i0, where i 0 M max{i : E n(yi,k ) > } for e such as .001.
Consider the nonlinear regression problem of selecting a a and b n n so as to obtain the least-squares fit of A((xi -bn)/an) to En (x ), when A is the appropriate domain of attraction, for data points x i M Y2,k'.. Y i k" For short we shall denote this problem by 0,
When a is the appropriate domain of attraction, the problem becomes
nii (Note that the data form a dependent sample.) The point yik is not used in the regression since En(Ylk) -1, which effectively makes Ylk the right endpoint x 0 , even though A has a right endpoint of + * . This manifests itself in the regression by forcing b n to = or a n to 0.
Refer to the above procedure (for a fixed k,n, and iO(c)) as the basic If one were unsure as to which (or any) domain of attraction is appropriate, regressions corresponding to all the candidate extreme value distributions could be performed and the adequacy of the fits evaluated. For instance, we could perform one regression using yi,k's and another using
In Yi,kis.
Consider the specialization to & (A) and assume the exponential tail assumption (2.11) holds. We can use either the basic linear or the nonlinear regression procedure to obtain estimates an, bn if n is large enough for the approximation (2.22) to be good. Then without further simulation or regression, we can use (2.11a) and (2.11b) to obtain estimates an, -a n V, -anln(nln) + The linear or nonlinear regression procedure generally increases in accuracy with k/n, but the relation (2.22) deteriorates as n decreases. Thus for a fixed amount of simulation k, n should be chosen as small as the adequacy of (2.22) allows.
The relations (2.11a) and If the simulation is carried out for a fixed number of cycles, then counterparts of (4.1) and (4.2) hold with the exponents of A removed.
The queue-length process 
Next define
Tl(k) = inf(n > O:X = k), k E E n the first entrance time to state k. Let P.) = P{ " IX = i}, the conditional probability of an event, given X = i. Then our concern here will be in the probability, given X 0 = i, of the Markov chain entering state n before it enters state 0. Let this orobability be denoted by
Fortunately, this probability has been calculated and in particular n-i r 0 (n) = rI(n) (
see CHUNG (1960), p. 68. Note that lim r 0 (n) = 0 when the chain is n --. o recurrent, in keeping with our intuition. Define
as n -4o i=O Suppose now that we have a birth-death process Table 4 , take k = 50,000, n -1000, and 50 replications. Then a 90% con- Table 9 , take k -50,000, n -250, and 100 replications. Then Here are some general observations on Tables 3-10 For the Q process, the (null) continuity correction of 6 -0 is superior to 6 -.5; and thus results for 6 -.5 are not shown. This is no surprise in the current case since the approximation of tne exact d.f.
of max M+ by the value of A using exact 6 , b has the same error 1<j <...n i n patterns for Qt as for Wn and V t. The full and partial delete pro-38 jj, |"! " a| cedures give comparable results, so only the estimates of a n b nare shown for the partial delete procedure.
Som experimentation on the W process (not reported in the tables) n using linear regression estimates a b nto arrive at estimates a n'= .
b no -a nln(n'/n) + b nand corresponding percentile evaluations for nt cycles was performed using n' 1000 and n -250 and 100. The general pattern of results is that for fixed k, smaller values of n give smaller confidence intervals but greater biases, unless k is very small. The decrease in confidence interval widths is mostly attributable to the use of more regression data points for smaller n. Again considering the results reported in the tables for n -1000, in many instances k -50,000 performs better than k -100,000. All this suggests that increasing the k/n ratio beyond a certain point may not be worthwhilm. However, optimal values of k and n are very problem dependent.
Most of the cost in using these procedures derives from the development and running of the simulation model. Another substantial portion of the cost is keeping track of the y ik' s. However this can be done once, and then empirical distribution functions corresponding to the different values of n can easily be constructed. Different variations of the regression procedures could be performed for each value of ui. In short, the variations are not competitors, but rather can be used to help assess the validity of the results. Any special insight to the problem at hand could also be used to advantage.
